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1. Let G be a locally compact and abelian group, Gl the dual group.

Through this paper, "Ml will denote the set of all bounded Radon

measure n on G; this set will be considered as a Banach algebra when

provided with the customary norm as the dual of the space Co(G)

defined below and with the ring product defined as convolution. If

/iGM1, its Fourier transform is by definition the bounded and con-

tinuous function on G given by the formula

Tu(x) =  \_(x, x)dfi(x),
J a

where (x, x) is the character function defining the duality between

G and G. 5W1 contains as a closed ideal the set of functions on G which

are summable for Haar measure, and an identification is possible

provided one identifies a function and its equivalence class in Z1

= L1(G). For F in L1, 7>(x) converges to zero at infinity on G. We

shall denote by T(M.X) the image of M1 by the mapping ix—^T^; T(Z2)

is defined analogously.

We shall be concerned with several natural function spaces over a

given locally compact space K, namely:

(a) the space C0(K) of all continuous functions on K which tend

to zero at infinity (a void condition if K is compact); often we think

of Co(K) as a Banach space equipped with the uniform norm.

(b) the space KSK) of all continuous functions on K having com-

pact supports;

(c) the space A (K) of all continuous, uniformly almost periodic

functions on K, K being assumed to be an abelian topological group.

Of these, (a) and (c) are both C-algebras in the sense defined in §2

when equipped with the uniform norm, pointwise algebraic opera-

tions, and the involution defined as passage from a function / to its

complex conjugate/*; C0(K) has no unit unless K is compact.

Segal [l] has shown that if 7XZ1) exhausts C0(G), then G is finite.

More recently, Hewitt [2] has shown that the same conclusion fol-

lows from the hypothesis that T(M*) contains A(G). The aim of

this paper is to give a more direct proof of an assertion which con-

tains the results of Segal and Hewitt as special cases, together with

at least two other similar and interesting results.
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I am indebted to Professor Hewitt for the oportunity of seeing his

paper [2] in manuscript form. My thanks are due also to M. Grothen-

dieck for several informal discussions and some observations which

suggested the form of the main Theorem 1.

2. A general theorem. At the risk of enlarging the already rather

complicated classification of Banach algebras, we shall find it con-

venient to term briefly a C-algebra any commutative, complete,

normed algebra over the complex field, with or without a unit, which

is self-adjoint in the usual sense and for which there is a constant

A>0 such that

(1) ll/2|| = K\\f\\2

for all / in the algebra. There are two well known criteria which

ensure that a commutative, complete, normed complex algebra R is

a C-algebra, namely:

(ci) R has a unit and is equipped with an involution/—»/* with the

customary properties and for which further

(2) U//1I = ll/ll2 (fER).

(c) R is equipped with an involution /—>/* such that ff* has a

quasi-inverse for all/£i?; and (1) is valid.

The name C-algebra is perhaps justified by the first of the follow-

ing two lemmas, both of which are proved in all essentials by Gelfand

and Neumark [3, Lemmas 1 and 2].

Lemma 1. Let R be a C-algebra. Then R is algebraically and topo-

logically isomorphic with the C-algebra Co (A), where K is the locally

compact space of characters of R.

Lemma 2. Let R be as in Lemma 1. Let R' be a normed complex alge-

bra, not necessarily complete. Suppose further that in R' there are no

generalised nilpotents other than zero. If R and R' are algebraically iso-

morphic, then R' is complete and the said isomorphism is also topo-

logical.

We are now ready to state and prove our main theorem.

Theorem 1. Let R be a C-algebra, G a locally compact and abelian

group. Suppose there exists an algebraic isomorphism u of R onto a

subalgebra tx. ofM1. Then R is of finite dimension.

Proof. Since there are no generalised nilpotents in fM1 other than

zero, the same is true a fortiori of fy. From Lemma 2 we conclude
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that u is also a topological isomorphism; in particular, R and ly

are isomorphic as Banach spaces.

Now suppose if possible that R were of infinite dimension. Take

any infinite sequence {fn}n-i of linearly independent elements of R.

Choose for each n an element/* of R symmetric to/„, and let Ro be

the closed subalgebra of R generated by the/,, and the/*. It is then

clear that Ro is a separable C-algebra. u sets up a Banach space iso-

morphism between R0 and its image 5\0 = «(-Ro) in ffrf1.

It follows that 'R.o is a separable subspace of VKi1 and so, as a conse-

quence of the Lebesgue-Radon-Nikodym theorem, is isomorphic as a

Banach space with a closed vector subspace of the Z+space con-

structed relative to some positive Radon measure. Hence, by another

application of the Lebesgue-Radon-Nikodym theorem, %0 is se-

quentially weakly complete. The same is therefore true of its isomorph

Ro.
On the other hand, Lemma 1 tells us that Ro is isomorphic with the

space Co(K), where K is the locally compact and metrisable space of

characters of the separable algebra Ro. And, as was pointed out to me

by M. Grothendieck, such a space Co(K) is sequentially weakly

complete if and only if K is finite. In fact, the condition implies that K

is discrete, hence finite if it is compact. If K is not compact, we argue

by observing that, since C0(K) is separable, K satisfies the second

axiom of countability; hence K is (T-compact. Take then a countable

basis {En} n-i for the compact subsets of K; for each n there is then a

function <j>„ in Co(K) taking its values in [0, 1 ] and equal to 1 on En.

The sequence {^nJfT-i is then a weak Cauchy sequence in Co(K), but

its pointwise limit is the constant function 1 on K; the sequence

{^>n}r=i is therefore not weakly convergent. This contradiction estab-

lishes the assertion.

Finally, since K is finite, Ro~Co(K) is of finite dimension, con-

trary to its construction. This completes the proof.

Remark. If one assumes either that u~l is continuous, or that "H. is

closed in "M1 and that u is continuous, one could use the Banach in-

version theorem and so dispense entirely with the assumption that

R is a C-algebra. It would suffice that R be a Banach space and that u

be linear. The conclusion would of course be correspondingly weak-

ened to R being sequentially weakly complete. This type of argu-

ment would in fact suffice for the applications we have in mind, but

it seems neater to have the stronger conclusion once for all.

3. Applications. To obtain an extension of Segal's theorem, one

takes an arbitrary subset A  of G and  considers  the algebra R
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= Co(C, .4) of all functions fECo(G) which vanish on Q.4. R is

equipped with the pointwise algebra, the uniform norm, and the

involution defined as passage from / to its complex conjugate /*.

Plainly R is a C-algebra, the conditions (c2) being satisfied. If then

C0(G, A) is a subset of T(M), we conclude from Theorem 1 that the

interior of A is finite. Thus we may state

Theorem 2. If G and G are as in §1, and if every continuous function

on G which tends to zero at infinity and which vanishes outside a pre-

scribed subset A of G belongs to T(M), then the interior of A is finite.

Segal's theorem obtains on taking A=G.

We pass next to the consideration of an extension of Hewitt's theo-

rem concerning uniformly almost periodic functions. For this take a

subgroup H oi G, and take for R the subalgebra of A (G) formed of

those functions in A(G) whose spectra are contained in H. If every

such function were the transform of a bounded measure on G, Theo-

rem 1 would show that the set of such functions is of finite dimension:

this is true if and only if H is finite. Thus we have

Theorem 3. G and G being as in §1, if every continuous, uniformly

almost periodic function on G having its spectrum contained in a pre-

assigned subgroup II of G is the transform of a bounded Radon measure

on G, then H is finite.

A third, and I believe new, result of a similar character is

Theorem 4. If G and G are as in §1, and if there exists a neighbor-

hood U of the neutral element of G with the property that every continu-

ous function on G vanishing outside U is the transform of a bounded

measure on G, then G is discrete.

Proof. The set R of continuous functions on G which are bounded

and vanish outside U is a C-algebra with the symmetry defined as

passage to the complex conjugate function: this follows from criterion

(c2). Our hypothesis and Theorem 1 together imply that the interior

of U is finite, and thus that G is discrete.

4. Functions belonging locally to T(Sttl). We shall say that a given

function f on G belongs locally to T(M) if for each point p oi G

there is a neighbourhood V of p and a measure p.E'M1 such that

T„(x) =f(x) for x in V. Plainly, it is the same thing to assert that /

belongs locally to T(L): this is so because L1 is an ideal in M1, be-

cause the mapping p.—>Tp carries convolutions into pointwise prod-

ucts, and because there are functions F in L1 such that TF(x) = 1 for

x in any preassigned compact subset of G.
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The problem of characterising completely and directly those

functions on G which belong locally to T(M) seems to be one of

extreme difficulty. However, from Theorem 4 one can deduce the

following general negative result:

Theorem 5. G and G being as in §1, if every continuous function on

G belongs locally to T('M1), then G is discrete. The converse is true and

trivial.

Proof. Let us show in fact that our hypothesis implies that every

function/ in A^(G) belongs globally to T(Ll). Suppose A is a com-

pact subset of G outside which/ is zero. By hypothesis, for each point

z of K there is a relatively compact open neighbourhood V(z) of z

and a function Fz in L1 such that/(x) = Tp,(x) for x in V(z). Since K

is compact, we may choose a finite number of points z,- (l^i^n),

such that the V(z) already cover K. As is well known, there are then

functions Hi in L1 such that THi(x)=0 for x£()F(zt), l^i^n, and

such that E"-i Fh,(x) = 1 for x in K. Then for all x in G

/(*) -A*)- E THi(x) = E/(x)r„,(x)

n

- 2. 7V.,.(x)7V,.(x) = TF(x),
t—i

where F= E<"-i (Fzi*H)E~L1- Thus/belongs globally to r(Z»)- We
have now only to apply Theorem 4.

Remarks, (i) The proof shows incidentally that if G is compact, a

function on G belongs locally to 7\5W) if and only if it belongs

globally to T(L): in other words, / belongs locally to T(M) ii and

only if the Fourier transform

/(*) =  {f(x)(x~x)dx

of/ is summable over G. This is of course just an extension of a classical

result of Wiener concerning Fourier series (see, for example, Zygmund

[4, p. 140]). Thus, for the case in which G is the compact circle

group, the classical theory of Fourier series exhibits many necessary

conditions in order that a function shall belong locally to T(Ml),

together with a number of sufficient conditions. The most interesting

such conditions are naturally ones which are not obviously generalis-

able to an arbitrary compact abelian group.

(ii) For the case in which G is the real line, Dr. F. Smithies produced

an  independent  proof  that  not all  continuous functions  belong
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locally to r(5W1), based upon the remark that if a function f(x)

(— oo <x< «>) coincides on a neighbourhood of x = 0 with a function

in Tffl1), then, for any fixed c>0 one has

/c          sin 2irax
/(*)-dx.

-e               rrx

If this were the case for every continuous /, the Banach-Steinhaus

theorem would entail that the numbers

| sin 2irnx/irx \ dx (n = 1, 2, 3, • • • )

would be bounded with respect to n, which is plainly false. Actually,

the formula (3) shows a little more. For, if we suppose that / has

period 2ir, and if ©(/) denotes the complex Fourier series of / and

©n(/; x) the nth symmetric partial sum of ©(/) at x, then one has the

standard formula

/*        sin (n + 1/2) x
fW-•    ,   ^      dx-

_r             sin (x/2)

By the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma applied to the difference of the

integrals in the right members of (3) and (4), it follows that if (3)

is true, then limn..„ ©„(/; 0)=/(0), so that the Fourier series of/

must be convergent for x = 0. However, given any positive continu-

ous function p(x) such that p(x)/x is not summable over any neigh-

bourhood of x = 0, it is known [4, p. 173] that there exist continuous

periodic functions / such that

| f(x) - /(0) | = p(x)

for small |x|, and yet which possess Fourier series which diverge at

x = 0. Any such function fails to be, locally at x = 0, a member of
T(Ml).

(iii) In the reverse direction, it is clearly an advance to have suffi-

cient conditions on a function /, supposed to belong to LpiG) for

some l^p^2, in order that its transform/ be summable over G.

For the case in which G is the real line, numerous such sufficient con-

ditions are known: many are analogues of results on Fourier series,

and a number are to be found in [5], especially pp. 529-543. We take

the trouble to record the following result, which is weaker than re-

sults obtained by Hille and Tamarkin but which gives also a useful

inequality. The proof, which consists in essentials of an integration

by parts followed by use of the Holder inequality, will be omitted.
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Lemma 3. Let f be a function on the real line such that there exist two

numbers p and q, Kp, q^2,for which:
(i)/GJ>(-«o,   oo);

(ii) / is absolutely continuous over every bounded interval, and the

derivative /' G -£> * (— °°. °°) •

Then the Fourier transform F of f is summable. Further, there exists

a number M, depending only on p and q, such that

\\F\\1^MMlqnPt~P+q)-\\fCP''^q)-

This lemma is an extension of an inequality of Carlson-Beurling

[6; 7] which deals with the case p = q = 2.

5. Concluding remarks. It is clear that the arguments used in

proving Theorem 1 are not particularly related to the fact that we

have under discussion a group and the Fourier transformation. An

analogous argument might take place each time that G is replaced by

a locally compact semigroup M, for example; G would then be replaced

by a suitable set M* of bounded continuous characters of M. M1(M)

is formed into an algebra when the convolution of two measures (i

and v is defined as a measure by the formula

/<bd(n * v) =   I        d>(xy)d(n ® v)(x, y)
it J MXM

=   I   dfi(x) I   <p(xy)dv(y)
J M J M

=  J   dv(y) I   <p(xy)dn(x)

for <p a general member of f^(M). The essential point is that M* shall

contain enough characters x of M in order that n€E.'M1(M) and

jMX{x)dn(x) =0 for all x in M* shall imply that n = 0. The Fourier

transformation is then replaced by the mapping T: fi—>Tp (x)

=JMX(x)d/i(x), carrying measures into functions on M*. The de-

tails of such modifications may be left to the reader. To quote but a

single example, one might take for M the compact interval [0, l],

forming a semigroup under multiplication, and for M* the characters

of the form x—>x" (w=0, 1, 2, • • • )• In this case the analogue of

Theorem 1 would assert that any C-algebra (under pointwise opera-

tions) of Stieltjes moment sequences is necessarily of finite dimen-

sion.
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